The Council for the Development of French in Louisiana is soliciting seven participants for the fifth annual Quebec Francophone Conference to be held in Quebec, Canada July 1-3.

The goal of the conference is to interest young people of the United States and Canada in the French lifestyle and culture.

Candidates must be between the ages of 15 and 25 and must speak, read and write French. They must also present a one-page (about 120 words) typed paper in French explaining their choice of categories of discussion from eight offered. They are: “The Young Person and His Community,” “Youth Exchanges,” “The Initiation and Continuation of Youth Clubs,” “Sports,” “Ecology,” “Community Television and Radio,” “Journalism” and “Economics.”

Since participants travel at the expense of the convention, costs will be minimal. Each will be asked to submit a $25 registration fee, a $60 room and board fee, and will perhaps have to provide himself with two or three meals.

Transportation will be by airplane to New England, then by bus from New England to Quebec.

Anyone interested should contact the CODOFIL office at P.O. Box 3936, Lafayette, La 70502, or call Daniel Theriault at 233-1020 before May 24 to be eligible.